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The Child Health Association Tasmania (CHAT) mission is to
improve and enhance the health and well-being of Tasmanian
families. We firmly believe that every Tasmanian child deserves the
best possible start in life, and that the basis of this is the provision
of education and support opportunities to parents.
The Family Food Patch program is an integral part of the services
offered by CHAT. Family Food Patch creates opportunities for our
most vulnerable families to come together to prepare, cook and
eat fresh local produce and engage with physical activity. Family
Food Patch is far reaching and can have many positive impacts on
otherwise hard to reach communities, this storybook is testament
to that.
CHAT, in partnership with our government, can grow this vital
service to put healthy eating back on the menu of every Tasmanian.

Contact Emma Rowell

Website: www.familyfoodpatch.org.au
Email: familyfoodpatch@chatas.com.au
Phone: 0438 926 242

Contact Liz Crane

Website: www.chatas.com.au
Email: seo@chatas.com.au
Phone: 0428 221 886

With recently released ABS figures showing that only 9% of
Tasmanians aged two years and over are getting the recommended
daily intake of vegetables in their diets, investment in programs
such as Family Food Patch, that have a direct and evidence based
impact on this very issue, is absolutely key to creating healthy
outcomes in Tasmanian communities.
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Emma Rowell

FAMILY FOOD PATCH
PROGRAM MANAGER

Eating well and being physically active is
important for everyone’s health and wellbeing throughout life. From time to time
we all need support, encouragement and
guidance, as well as opportunities, to be able
to eat food that is good for us and stay active.
Family Food Patch is a community program that aims to improve the
health and well-being of Tasmanian children by creating a network of
motivated volunteer parents, carers and community workers, known as
Family Food Educators. Using peer education, the program empowers
families and local communities by building and mobilising skills in
children’s nutrition, physical activity and community action.
This Storybook is a celebration of our Educators and a testament
to the passion and determination for positive change that they are
committed to. Their personal journeys and testimonials are supported
with words of encouragement and affirmation from key stakeholders
representing a wide spectrum of community. Here, 18 Educators share
with you what this valuable program has meant to them.
Our Family Food Patch program began in 2001 and over the years
there have been 38 training courses right across Tasmania from
Beaconsfield and Burnie, to St Marys, Nubeena and Geeveston,
training 355 Family Food Educators to date.
Family Food Educators are provided with training and information
to assist them to address the common food and physical activity
concerns of parents in their local community. They are then
encouraged and supported to spread the message about healthy
eating and physical activity in their local area.
One of the vital components within our training is building compassion
and understanding for those with different backgrounds and outlooks
so that as Educators they can enable communities, create and
strengthen networks, building confidence within their peers.

The Family Food Patch program is far reaching in the community and
extends well beyond the five week training course. Educators can work
in a range of ways:
• Making positive healthy food choices for their
families
• Sharing recipes and ideas with friends, family and
community
• Showing other parents how to prepare and cook
some healthy snacks for children
• Encouraging a variety of active play, from babies
through to primary school and beyond
– establishing healthy habits for the future
• Reducing screen time for their children
• Promoting and role modelling active transport
(walking, cycling)
• Having discussions with parent groups
e.g. playgroups, schools.
• Promoting and supporting healthy eating and
physical activity in schools through: healthy
canteens, helping with school gardens, and the
Move Well Eat Well Award program.
• Including healthy eating and physical activity hints
and ideas in parent & school newsletters.
• Manning displays at local community events.
• Advocating for healthy community events,
fundraisers and advertising
Grass roots preventative health programs like Family Food Patch are a
vital key to ensuring that Tasmania reaches its 2025 goal of being the
healthiest state and establishes solid foundations of healthy living for
future generations of families.
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“I was in the original cohort of Family Food Patch Educators
in the North of Tasmania. When my children were small it
provided me with personal education about nutritious and
healthy eating for my children. As they grew and went to child
care and primary school I was involved with assisting others
informally and through presentations to learn about nutritious
options and cooking. I could provide information, advice and
had access to resources that were used on pin up boards at
day care and in the class room.
As my children grew older and my work situation changed I
continued to participate and was involved with educating my
colleagues about healthy food options, including oral health.
My children have continued to grow, become high school
students and still I use the information and updates provided
to educate them and their friends about self-care, including
healthy eating. I developed friendships that have become lifelong connections.
This program is about nutrition outreach, community
development, networking, relationships and most importantly
about healthy community. I have found it most beneficial
at both individual and systems levels in health care. It is a
fabulous community development idea that has resonance that
reaches far beyond evaluation of workshops. Impact is hard to
measure, health promotion does make a difference.”

Carey (Educator)
LAUNCESTON

Family Food Patch engages and enables communities

“As the Centre Leader of ptunarra Child & Family centre in the
Derwent Valley we were thrilled to host the training here last
year. As an observer I took great pleasure in seeing the growth
in all the participants. Not only the participants, but the chance
for the children to see their parents learn, cook and laugh
together. The training has had a significant impact on parent’s
understandings and ability to share their knowledge with the
other parents and volunteers that are here daily cooking.
It is a well-designed, well led and very thorough and
appropriate program that suits the high health needs of this
community. It has become core training across the state and
is well ingrained into the many communities who have been
trained. Further – the follow up sessions in our kitchen have not
only benefited those who did the training but those parents
who happen to be here while the cooking is going on. This role
modelling is vital for change.”

Suzanne Purdon

CENTRE LEADER AT PTUNARRA CHILD
AND FAMILY CENTRE
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“For me the positive
benefits from attending
Family Food Patch program
are so many! I have had
the opportunity to realise
one of my life long dreams
Tino Carnevale hosting a Gardening with Kids
workshop for Family Food Educators at Hagley
through helping people
make healthier lifestyle
choices. The training enabled me to confidently approach my
local primary school and volunteer with them to set up and help
run their Garden Group, which sits within their Move Well Eat
Well activities. For the last 3 ½ years I have ‘worked’ at the school
almost every week on gardening and cooking related activities
and had the opportunity to influence so many students, parents
and the wider school community.

“I trained as a Family Food Patch Educator at least eight
years ago and have appreciated and applied it to my position
as a Child Health nurse most working days. I work with under
four year olds and help parent’s start them off on solid foods
and can help if the children become fussy. The course has
the benefits of showing me what food and its presentation
represents in our own lives.”
Lesley (Educator)
WYNYARD

Family Food Patch have provided so much support with
resources, expertise and most importantly advice and ideas on
different activities to help promote our message. I can honestly
say that for me the training has been the most positive life
changing experience and I am rewarded every week by students
who run up to me in the playground telling me about the veggie
seeds they now grow at home, or how tasty the carrot was they
picked from their garden – I love it and thank Family Food Patch
for giving me this opportunity.”

Anita (Educator)
CAMBRIDGE

Graduation celebrations shared with family
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“I am a new graduate of the Family Food Patch program and
already the impact the course has had on my life is huge. I
decided to do the course because all of my other studies in
the health and fitness industry focused on adults. The Family
Food Patch course is directed at children and families and
as a mum of two young girls I realised there is a real lack of
available information specifically for children and families.
The information I was taught is the latest available so now I
feel confident sharing with my friends and playgroup mums,
knowing what I tell them is up to date and scientifically backed.
We were also taught how to share the information we learnt
in a way that doesn’t make other parents feel bad about their
parenting. I now listen to people talk and if there is a chance I
can initiate a conversation that shares my new knowledge and
I know where to go if need resources to help. There have also
been follow up courses that keep me up to date and extend
my knowledge.
Since I completed the course I have had emails and newsletters
from Family Food Patch which shares other people’s ideas
and also lets me know what events are coming up that I can
help out in. I look forward to helping out at as many as I can
because I see how the Family Food Patch non-judgemental
approach reaches people and I think preventing illness through
educating people is much more effective then dealing with
them later in life when their eating and exercise habits are set
and more difficult to change.
Family Food Patch is about giving parents the tools to guide
their children into healthy life long habits.”

Louise (Educator)
OLD BEACH

“I joined the Family Food Patch training because I work in a
community centre that supports a number of families in the
area to access food relief. I wanted to be able to support
them when they come in for food relief and when they attend
programs in the centre to be able to increase their awareness
of healthy eating and give them opportunities to try healthy
foods and encourage them to think differently about food and
options for eating healthy foods at home.
A couple of highlights for me doing the training has been
meeting like-minded people and linking in with other
community members and organisations who are making
inroads into supporting communities to make positive lifestyle
changes.
The most useful thing I learned was just how easy it is to make
and incorporate healthy foods into my daily life – I had gotten
out of practice. Family Food Patch training was presented in
such a way that we were given ideas, recipes and activities that
are relevant to our community’s social and economic situation
and therefore easy for me to share with them and for them to
adopt.
The power of Family Food Patch in my opinion, lies in its ability
to provide targeted, current information and support directly
to community groups and families to support change. Family
Food Patch empowers people on the ground who are invested
in their communities, who live and work in their communities
and who can stand side by side with others to support and
sustain healthy eating.”
Sandy (Educator)
KINGSTON
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“I have seen ordinary members of the community gain
insurmountable confidence through participating in the
Family Food Patch training and then seen first-hand the
knowledge these Educators pass on to the community through
engagement with members of the community at public events,
playgroups and community sessions. The lack of educational
personnel available to embed their knowledge at a local level
is evident and cost for communities to engage professional
educators is unviable.

Social Circus Tasmania workshops for Educators

“As a mother of three young children, living in a rural
part of Tasmania, it not only allowed social and interesting
interaction but it armed me with life skills, life skills that I
didn’t use immediately but after a few years I have been able
to re-group with this inspirational team and they have been
positive, proactive and inclusive and welcomed me back to the
workforce. I have joined meetings, attended group sessions
and met mentors that I hope to work with – I have even gained
employment on a part-time basis that works for my family and
none of this would have been possible without the Family Food
Patch family.

Family Food Patch training and the Educators themselves fill
this gap in community and are a vital service in spreading
healthy eating messages to the wider public, without these
communities would not be able to access information and
educate people at a local level.”
Elisa Ryan

GLENORCHY CITY COUNCIL

I have two advanced diplomas in social and community work
and children’s disabilities and finishing a degree in nutritional
medicine but I have to say what I learned and continue to learn
with Family Food Patch, is so real, it’s about life, it’s about
families, food, health, as well as networking and connecting,
without it I certainly wouldn’t be where I am today.”
Olivia (Educator)
OATLANDS

Family Food Educators training – interactive sessions of shared learning
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“I did my training in
Family Food Patch
about 10 years ago
and the lessons
I have learned
regarding healthy
eating reflect in
my daily life now.
Educators hosting an information and activity
stall at Derwent Valley Autumn Festival
My daughter
has really taken the
healthy eating on board and is even considering a career
as a nutritionist. When my children where younger I used to
contribute articles about healthy eating options for the school
newsletter, also as part of the parents and friends committee
I contributed healthy food ideas for canteen, school fair, etc.
They have kept me up to date on various health matters with
the regular newsletters – helping to keep me motivated about
health and well-being (mainly through healthy eating habits).
I attended a great “gardening for children” workshop run by
Tino Carnevale at Hagley Farm School and passed on the
information to my children’s school.
I think the Family Food Patch program does a wonderful job
of keeping the Educators informed. I think that there are many
areas (especially some of the lower socioeconomic areas) which
have benefited from Family Food Patch supporting the local
communities.”
Susan (Educator)

TURNERS BEACH

“I have received enormous encouragement and education
from having done the Family Food Patch training some
12 years ago. The repercussions from attending this training
still ripple into my life today in positive ways!
Firstly I was able to go ahead and confidently know how and
what to feed my own children, but also offer some education
and recipes to those in my mothers group at the time. It
gave me the encouragement and education to know that
breastfeeding my son up to almost the age of three was a very
good thing to do for his health and well-being.
Without the training, I would not be as confident as I am today
about offering healthy food choices to my own family. It not
only has given me the impetus to also go to my daughter’s
school, and cook healthy recipes, but I am helping to set up
the veggie patch in the school garden, and am advocating to
the school to become a Move Well Eat Well school.
Family Food Patch trainers know that it’s more than just
feeding babies. Without the training I would not be as
confident in my role as a Family Day Educator This means that
the parents of the children in my care bring healthy food, and
fresh fruit and veggies in their lunchbox. I talk about every day
foods, and occasional foods, because as a Family Food Patcher
I know that talking about foods as ‘good ‘or ‘bad’, is unhelpful
and may distort our view of food.”

Luisa (Educator)
MARGATE
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“I began the journey of Family Food Patch training in 2010.
My work as a Community Inclusion Worker for the Child and
Family Centre lent itself to gaining knowledge regarding food
for families from birth to teens and then sharing with families
what I had learned.
The course provided the knowledge and resources to use later
and the confidence to demonstrate or encourage families/
people to eat healthy fresh food.
Over the past four years I have on many occasion used
the resources and learning’s of Family Food Patch to train/
teach others the importance of correct eating for children.
To be able to explain clearly about cost effective ways to do
lunch boxes for school, why we should read labels before we
purchase products allowing us to have better understanding of
additives/preservatives/sugars etc. in the food we are buying,
sharing the information about how much sugar is in the drinks
we are giving our children. All these things are empowering
our parents to make better choices for their children and
themselves.
As an educator having support from the Family Food Patch
workers to not only answer questions but to come along to the
Child and Family Centre and work with groups of parents in
an informal manner has been invaluable. I am constantly using
the resources, especially the displays to provide the visual to
families about healthy way of eating. This means I don’t have
to be doing demonstrations all the time but the information is
there on a daily basis.

I have discovered
that food is a major
part of what we do at
the Child and Family
Centre. We offer
things to families like
Preparing step by step pictorial recipes at Family
seasonal cooking,
Food Educator training
cooking on a budget,
food for the fellas (teaching men to cook, weekend program)
information for first time mums regarding introduction of
solids, community meals (monthly for 60 + people) and much
more, all based on the principals of Family Food Patch.
If I had not done this training in the very beginning of my
time at the Child and Family Centre I have no doubt things
might have been a lot tougher for myself in finding the correct
resources etc. to pass on to families.
I have been able to encourage one parent in particular to take
on the role of cook for the community meals. I mentor this parent
and recently she has done the Family Food Patch training herself
– she is very excited about where this can take her in time.
The training has allowed me to promote, teach and encourage
families to eat healthy food, this would not have been as easy
without the support of this course and the workers.”
Suzanne (Educator)
EAST DEVONPORT
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“I just want to say how
grateful I am to be able to
undertake the Family Food
Patch educator training.
Coming from the CALD
community, I have been
able to use the valuable
education and resources
Learning new skills in the kitchen
of the Family Food Patch
training to educate newly
arrived migrants and other members of the multicultural
community. Most of them were unaware about food education
and making healthy choices and I feel privileged to assist them
on a journey of discovering healthy food options and teaching
their children about healthy eating.
The best thing about becoming a Family Food Educator
was learning about healthy eating, preparing meals from
scratch and looking after our physical and emotional selves.
Creating meals with my kids gave us a sense of ownership and
togetherness and we talked – while preparing the meals and
also sitting down as
a family.
What a wonderful program Family Food Patch is – it helped
me reconnect with my family and we have all been able to
enjoy the fruits of our labour in the kitchen. As an obesity
preventative program and health promotion program, the
Family Food Patch program is indeed a valuable asset in our
community.”
Puspa (Educator)
BURNIE

“The positive benefits I have gained from doing the Family
Food Patch training have been enormous over the years. It has
helped me in my family life and also with my work. In my family
life it has given me the knowledge, support and confidence to
know I am providing my children with healthy, nutritious food
every day and to also have the knowledge and confidence to
discuss healthy options with my extended family and friends.
In my working day it has given me knowledge, support and
confidence to speak with families on a daily basis and cook
easy, cost effective, healthy options with them.
The Family Food Patch program has given our community an
enormous amount of support over the past few years. “
Angela (Educator)

GLENORCHY

“The Family Food Patch training was really valuable. It
targets community people and it is simple to adopt. I found
the practical aspect of it worked really well. My best tips I
gained were from the cookbook, where recipes were easily
modified and it was so easy to cleverly increase the vegetable
component of meals and make the meals healthier. I also
enjoyed the day where we had practical demonstrations to
encourage kids to grow food.
It’s important that society goes back to basics. In a society
where fast food is still growing in popularity, not to mention
the unhealthy drinks too, Family Food Patch offers easy ways
to keep people healthy.”
Julia (Educator)

DEVONPORT
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“Family Food Patch has been a long term, low key program
that I have been involved in right from the start. It gave me
information that I could pass onto others in a formal and
informal way. I have spoken to groups of young mums, young
children, retired women (worried about their husband’s health
into older age) giving them ideas and information to help
themselves. This has been at a very informal level and often
just a conversation.
The formal program has allowed me to run structured
groups under their auspice with very little cost and plenty of
outcomes. I have worked particularly with women from low
socio-economic areas who not only have increased their skills
in feeding their family but have learnt to read labels and make
better choices when purchasing food.”
Mary (Educator)

“The Family Food Patch program did a fantastic job of
promoting the health benefits of eating locally produced and
home grown foods during Tassievore month in March 2014,
as well as other initiative in the community. Educators were
active in supporting their child care centres to grow vegetables
and herbs and experimented with unusual Tasmanian
ingredients such as whole grain spelt at a post-training catchup. The Family Food Patch is a fantastic grass roots health
promotion program that supports disadvantaged Tasmanian
communities.”
Kym Blechynden

NUTRITIONIST & UTAS LECTURER

WESTBURY

“Becoming a parent for the first time is confusing
and overwhelming at times. With diet playing such a
crucial role in health and well-being, it was a relief to be
properly educated in childhood nutrition. Providing our
children with healthy food and good nutrition awareness
is a big responsibility and I feel so much better having
the information provided by Family Food Patch behind
me. Every child has the right to a healthy start in life and
education is the key.”
Jessica (Educator)
Working out serve sizes of the five food groups

HOWRAH
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“I work as a social worker with vulnerable, low income families
and I often use the training and the manual to talk to parents
about budgeting, nutrition and healthy choices.
Family Food Patch made a best practice link for me and gave
me an easy, accessible way to explain the need for healthy,
nutritious food for all the family. The program is really well set
out and easy to understand for parents who complete it and
having the dietitians in the training gives the chance to ask lots
of questions to make informed decisions.
Without Family Food Patch I would have been floundering to
explain what I know intuitively but do not have the research
background to back up. Family Food Patch did this for me.
I also supported one young woman who was quite low literacy
and had very low self-esteem. She completed the training and
is now working again, cooking much better food for her family
and has gone on to do presentations from the modules at her
children’s school which she never thought she would ever do
as she did not like leaving her house. It has given her some
mastery to feel that she is valuable and much more confident.
The team were able to support her at first until she felt
confident enough and then she flew on her own. “
Michelle Fletcher

SOCIAL WORKER

“I attended the Food Patch education program many years
ago and I have been able to share my learning’s with not only
my immediate family and friends but through the schools
that my children have attended over these years. The focus
on health and well-being teaches parents and children to
be responsible for what they eat while making it fun. The
direct and indirect beneficiaries of this program would be
immeasurable and with health issues on the rise I can’t image
the implications moving forward if others do not get the
opportunity to use this program. The systems are in place and
the benefits to the community are vital.”
Teena (Educator)

QLD (FORMERLY WESTBURY)

“Family Food Patch is an excellent program, showing families
how to prepare nutritional meals economically and the
importance of exercise. It is making people aware of their
own health and making us a healthier Tasmania. This in the
long term saves the Government money because families
are healthier and become better at managing their budgets.
I have been able to share the information with my children
and grandchildren – it is important to share this with the next
generation.”
Sandra (Educator)
BEACONSFIELD
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“I have been a Family Food
Educator for the past ten
years and a community worker
wayarapattee graduation in Geeveston
promoting growing healthy
families together for the past nine
years. I have benefited, my family and friends have benefited,
my CHAT families and their children have benefited.

Improvising fun indoor activities

The person I am today and my future direction is all linked to
“nutrition” and what I have learnt through the Family Food
Patch program. My passion for promoting healthy nutrition
goes beyond Family Food Patch - being active and eating
healthy should be EVERYONES focus.”
Kathryn (Educator)
GEORGETOWN

“Encouraging and educating people about healthy food
and the difficulties and rewards in producing it aids the
individual, the household and the community at large.
If we give our kids an apple we can feed them for a while
but if we teach our children to garden we can feed them
for a lifetime.”
Tino Carnevale

ABC GARDENING AUSTRALIA
Dodges Ferry Educators cook and share

Dynamic dad’s make a difference to family
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“Completing the Family Food Patch program gave me
wonderful tools to be able to communicate healthy eating
and activity tips to my community, and connected me with
other programs which complemented this knowledge, such
as the Tasmanian School Canteen Association and the Move
Well, Eat Well program, both of which are now implemented
in my local Primary School and Child Care Centre as a result of
me ‘getting the ball rolling’ after completing the Family Food
Patch training.
The program gives participants information in a way which is
very accessible, and empowers those who may not have had
the confidence to be able to make a difference in their own
communities, whether by sharing information within their own
networks of friends and family, or by getting involved with
schools, playgroups or other community health initiatives, or
simply by making changes in their own lives to model for their
children and peers.
The support provided to Educators following graduation is
wonderful, with regular contacts and opportunities for further
education, a great resource library to borrow from, and easy
access to health promotion materials when needed. Our
training includes a portfolio of information sessions, health
promotion materials, and tips with ways to implement change
in communities, and this is all supported by the program’s
coordinators.
The overall impact of the Family Food Patch program is
difficult to measure, but by ‘seeding’ the community with
peer to peer educators, by
empowering everyday parents
and carers with information to
improve their health literacy,
we are quietly but effectively
making a difference in our
communities every day.”

Making nectarine muffins with little ones
at ptunnara Child and Family Centre

Susannah (Educator)
BICHENO

The Famil Food Patch program
i delivered in partner hip between the
Child Health A ociation of Ta mania, and
Public Health ervice , Department of
Health and Human ervice .
Child Health A ociation Ta mania received
funding from the Crown, through the
Department of Health and Human ervice ,
to provide Famil Food Patch.

www.familyfoodpatch.org.au
familyfoodpatch@chatas.com.au
0438 926 242

